tions.
Introduction We consider space charge induced instability of an intense beam, which is near the space charge limit in linear devices where the defocusing space charge force is only slightly smaller than the force due to the focusing magnets. Computer simulation of beams in proton linacs has shown that a considerable part of the total emittance growth is due to space charge effects.1,2,3,4 One important observation was, for initially unequal emittances, growth of the smaller emittance, provided that the totally occupied phase space volume was sufficiently small.1
The influence of periodic focusing on emittance growth has been studied both analytically and numerically in connection with beam transport for heavy ion fusion.5,697, Emittance growth found in computer simulation runs has been confirmed to a satisfactory degree by analytic theory, which was based on the K-V distribution.8 Theory, however, has predicted numerous unstable situations for which there was no strong indication in simulation work.
In this paper we present and compare results from analytic theory and computer simulation. We discuss the various mechanisms that give rise to space charge induced unstable behaviour and present thresholds and nonlinear saturation levels.
Analytic Theory and Simulation Almost all of the analytic work done so far applies to an initial K-V distribution, which generates an unperturbed uniform density in space and makes the analysis of the Vlasov equation feasible. The value of analytic theory lies in the possibility of identifying in a straightforward way the eigenmode structure of the problem and recognizing the parameters that are essential for instability. This is particularly important for the coupling instability, where four independent parameters (in each phase plane the zero intensity tune ao and its space charge depressed value a) describe a matched beam and computer simulation cannot cover the whole parameter space. We also take advantage of the fact that the K-V distribution in rectangular coordinates is the only known distribution that possesses an exactly matched stationary solution in periodic focusing so that onset of instability can be clearly identified and is not masked by an initial mismatch. Previous analytic studies on K-V instabilities of transport in a FODO channel 5 or coupling instabilities 'Work supported by the Bundesministerium fUr Forschung und Technologie between two phase planes with anisotropic distribution 9have shown that only very small regions are left in parameter space where not some eigenmode is unstable in the linearized theory. This has raised some doubt in the applicablility of the K-V distribution. Evaluating a large number of simulation runs based on initial K-V distributions but also waterbag distributions, we have found that K-V predictions are sufficiently reliable if one distinguishes between significant and insignificant instabilities (see section Results).
Mechanisms Responsible for Emittance Growth Space charge induced growth of the emittance of an initially matched charge distribution in phase space depends on two factors: 1. Some eigenmode of oscillation of the beam is unstable so that it grows out of an arbitrarily small initial fluctuation and generates the nonlinear force necessary for emittance growth. 2. There is a sufficiently large reservoir of (free) energy to drive the unstable mode to significant amplitude so that emittance growth is observable in an r.m.s.
sense.
In principle there are three sources of instability: in a continuously focused beam it can be a nonmonotonic distribution function, like the K-V distribution; in two or three dimensional beams it can be an anisotropic distribution with different emittance and/or energy in two phase planes; in addition, periodic focusing can act as a source if an eigenoscillation is in resonance with the period of focusing.
Results
Computer simulation runs have been performed with 8000 particles on a rectangular 64 x 64 mesh (for some test cases 128 x 128) using the particle-in-cell code SCOP2 developed at the IPP.10 Initial sets -K-V or waterbag -are produced with a random number generator. Matching is performed by solving the envelope equation for the K-V case and by using the same data for r.m.s. quantities in the waterbag case.
I. Nonmonotonic distribution function
The theoretical prediction of instability of a con- 
for £x/ey = 3, Ex/Ey A 9 and ayla9y < 0.37 (9x/a0o 5 0.77). Computer simulation shows in fact a rapid transfer of emittance and energy from the x-plane into the y-plane for ay/Ooy = 0.32 (ax/aox 0.71) (see Fig.4 we can easily locate the two simulation runs mentioned above with C£/c£ 3, Ex/Ey = 9. Another simulation example inside {he unstable regime of Fig.5 far from the stability boundary is shown in Fig.6 , where complete isotropization occurs during less than half a single particle wavelength in y. given quite similar results in cases of violent instabilities whereas weakly unstable K-V cases (close to the stability boundaries in Fig.5) Periodic focusing with aox, a0y S 600 does not change these results.
